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lar, f. the side or flank of the body; dacJiini Ian, (lying) on
the right side, K. Pr. 57.
lurn, f. a house; sg. dat. (are, 101 ; pi. nom. lare, K. Pr. 57.
lurun, to pull down or destroy (a house, wall, or the like) ;
conj. part. lurith, 74.
lasun, to live long, to live in good health and prosperously.
27, 35 ; to live, to "be a survivor amongst a number of mortals,
K. Pr. 150; fat. sg. 1, las a, 35 ; past m. sg. 3, with emph. y,
lustiiy, K. Pr. 150; pi. 3 (really eoni. part., see App. II,
p. 140) lmh\ 27.
lomn, to become weary, 48, 60, K. Pr., 57 ; (of the day), to fail,
to become evening, (or of the night) to fade away, to become
morning, 3, 44, 98 ; K. Pr. 18. The past part, of this verb"
is lmu or IMW; fern. sg. lux®1 or lufeJi"1, pL losa.
Past m. sg. 3, with suff. 1st pers. sg. dat., lustnm, (the
day) passed away for me, 3, 44, 98; K. Pr. 18; f. sg. 1
lu&&u$, 48, 60; f. pi. 3, with suff. 1st pers. sg. gen. nave
losam, my arms grew weary, EL Pr. 57.
lust, see lasnn and loswi*
lat/t, {. a kick, 102 (bis).
lu&k*s, see losun.
lawan, m. salt; lawan-zan, like salt, 29.
Lawar, ? gend., a rope; se&i-Zawar, a rope of sand, 107. The
word does not occur in vocabularies of modern Kashmiri,
but cf. mod. Ksh. lar, f. the strand of a rope,
lay, 1, m. absorption ; (with dat.) lay karun, to make absorption
(in anything), to "become absorbed in, 76. This word is
generally feminine. See lay, 2.
lay, 2, £ absorption; ardent affection or desire, K. Pr. 201;
destruction ; lay karun^, (with dat.) to practise (anything)
steadfastly and with ardent devotion, to devote oneself (to
any particular practice), 60, 68; layit anwi, to bring
(anything) to absorption, to bring (anything) under one's
own power by concentration of mind, 82; lay& wotkun, to
rise to destruction, to "become dissolved into nothingness, 1.
Cf. lay, 1. Sg. dat. 1, 82; layi-byuh*1', like ardent love,
K. Pr. 201.
lyukhuy, see lekhun.
lay tin, to become absorbed (in the Supreme), to reach final
beatitude; to become dissolved into nothingness; past m.
pi. 3 lay*1 (in both meanings), 59.
ma, prohibitive particle, used with the imperative. With the
interj. bd, ma-6d tmwun, do not, Sir, let it go, 88. "With
the pol. impve. mata, q. v.3 is used* Other forms of ma are
man and mo, see ww.

